Let’s get moving! As we all know, moving house is a lot easier if you have strong helpers with good stamina. More about this and practical tips for moving house can be found here and at www.bosch-do-it.com. You’ll be amazed.
We're ready to party - who wants to party with us?

We just have to pack away the boxes and the party can begin!
Want to find even more ideas?

Visit www.bosch-do-it.com on the internet to find inspirational ideas about home improvement and design. There you will not only find hints and tips on work commonly done around the house, but also construction guides for extraordinary design objects and, of course, up-to-date and comprehensive information about all Bosch DIY tools.
Moving helpers wanted!
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Good friends, good tools.

Getting moving.
Moving house gives you a new home to look forward to, but it also involves a lot of work. Cabinets have to be dismantled and light fixtures have to be taken down in the old home. Renovation work needs doing in the new home. And to finish with, shelves, light fixtures and other fittings need to serve their purpose again at the new location. This is all made a whole lot easier by having the right helpers. As well as arranging for your friends to help you, you should also get the right tools before you move, so that not only the carrying but also the screwdriving gets done quickly. Here are some tips for this.
A system for dismantling and packing
How to plan your moving out and how to make screwdriving easy.

Preparing the new home
There’s a lot to do when you’re renovating. With the right equipment it’s fun.

Goodbye to the old home
Leaving has to be skilfully organised too. Here are some tips.

Have fun setting up
Measuring, fixing and hanging up is easier than some might think.

Checklist for relaxed moving
Good planning is half of the work when moving. So decide about 3 months before your move who is going to do what and when. And begin with a clear-out because getting rid of anything you don’t need to take with you will reduce the workload when you move. Then decide how many helpers you need, where you are going to get your removal van from, how many moving boxes you will need, and how you are going to keep your helpers happy with food and drinks.
Screwdriving, screwdriving, screwdriving. This is easy with the right screwdrivers!

Wardrobes, kitchen furniture and bookshelves need to be dismantled, so there’s lots of screwdriving to be done when you move. The compact **PSR cordless screwdriver** from Bosch is perfect for this. Its lithium-ion technology gives it great endurance, and even after driving many screws it won’t tire your arms out because it weighs only 950 grams. 10 torque settings also help you to protect the heads of your screws, and the keyless chuck with Auto-Lock enables you to change the bit in no time.

The **IXO** has been the world’s best-selling power tool since 2003, with 10 million IXOs sold already. This is no surprise because anyone who has held the **IXO** in their hand will know what true handiness is. The **IXO** is also available with various different adapters to make work easier for you in hard-to-reach areas.
Preparing the new home.
And enjoying it too!

Welcome to your new home! However, it is often the case that the new home first has to be adapted to suit its new inhabitants, so it has to be renovated. For you this means stripping off old wallpaper and putting up new wallpaper, scraping off worn-out old carpets and laying new floors, repairing, correcting and much more. But there are advantages to this too. You will be able to be proud of your own work and enjoy your new ambience.

Moving tip 2

The important thing is that everything fits when you’re moving in. Precise measurement is required for this. Instead of juggling a metre stick, you should use a digital laser rangefinder like the PLR 50 from Bosch, which measures up to 50 metres with absolute reliability. And you can quickly and accurately assemble platforms and other fittings with the 360° Line Laser PLL 360.
For removing old floors, preparing the new floor covering or precisely cutting out broken tiles, there is hardly a more versatile helper than the Cordless Multifunction Tool **PMF 10,8 LI** with lithium-ion technology. It uses an oscillating motion to drive its wide range of accessories. This enables you to saw, cut, sand and scrape as much as you want with one single tool.

Laying laminate or wooden floors often requires accuracy to within millimetres. A powerful, lightweight and compact jigsaw like the **PST 700 E** makes controlled and therefore precise working easy for you. The ideal addition to this jigsaw is the Saw Station **PLS 300**. This “mini sawmill” enables you to make even demanding mitre cuts so accurately that your new floor will sit perfectly.

**Out with old and in with the new.**

**Quickly and easily.**
Moving tip 3

Before moving out of the old home, it is advisable to read the electricity, gas and water meters, and if necessary contact the utilities companies to cancel the service. It is best to read the meters with your old landlord present. After all, who wants to end up having arguments or paying too much for their heating, lighting and water after moving out?

Other than good memories, you should leave nothing at your old home. So pat the dust off your shoulders and enter your new home. All the best for the future!
Well, the move is complete. Now you have to put everything back together the way it should be. And light fixtures, mirrors and pictures have to be fitted securely in their new positions with fixings and screws. This will quickly turn your new house or flat into a new home.

A little tip: To ensure that your kids settle in particularly quickly and have something to do while you’re unpacking, let them put their toys away themselves.
Universal genius, multitool and a helpful laser.

The **Uno** – lightweight and versatile. Equally as suitable for fitting furniture as it is for drilling in concrete. Or the **Uno Maxx** – with extreme performance and enough battery power even for extended periods of work. These lightweight tools hammer into even the hardest concrete, drive 80 and 130 screws respectively with one battery charge, and drill in the smallest corners! They are virtually indispensable for all work that needs doing during the move and later also in the house and garden – the small, cordless all-purpose tools.

**Moving tip 4**

If you want to hang up your curtains or pictures and drill holes in a perfectly straight line or parallel to each other, you should first measure everything precisely. A clever helper for this is the **Cross Line Laser PCL 20**. It projects laser lines vertically and horizontally – at an exact 90° angle – which you can precisely align everything against. And a plumb line makes it easier to precisely hang up light fixtures above the centre of your table.
The Cordless Drill/Driver **PSR 14,4 LI-2** with 14.4 volt battery weighs only 1.35 kilograms. It is particularly easy to work with. 25 mechanical torque settings are used to control its power, and it has a special drill setting. And if you want to work in dark corners – no problem: the “PowerLight” LED provides bright light when working even in the darkest places.

Something always needs sawing or cutting out when you move into a new place. For example, the access to a telephone socket or a light switch. And the ventilation grille for the heating under the kitchen worktop needs to be fitted properly. The Multifunction Tool **PMF 180 E** with its oscillating accessories works wonders in these situations.
Every household should have a good impact drill. Not least because it can also be used to drill holes large enough to hold heavy objects like swivel-mounted flat screen televisions securely in place. The Expert Impact Drill **PSB 850-2 RE** offers huge amounts of power for jobs like this, as well as a 2-speed gearbox, Electronic, forward/reverse rotation and much more. And it is also available with dust extraction to stop you spreading dust everywhere.

If you want to drill safely into walls, you need a scanning device that can look inside the wall. It is called the Digital Detector **PDO Multi**. The sharp-sighted **PDO Multi** finds metals, water pipes, live and non-live power cables, and wooden substructures up to max. 8 cm detection depth. And it gives you the good feeling of knowing that you are not drilling into something you shouldn’t.
Even if you are really careful, something unfortunately always gets broken when you move house. The battered holder of a shelf system or the trailer of a child’s favourite digger. The Hot Glue Gun **PKP 7,2 LI** is ready for use after only 15 seconds and prevents all major and minor crises. The **PKP 7,2 LI** can not only fix broken objects, it is also great for hobby projects. The hot glue gun is safe to use thanks to its heat protection and its automatic shutdown.

**Moving tip 5**

What do you do with empty boxes and cardboard packaging? Simply cut them into small pieces! This is done most effectively with the **Xeo**, which glides effortlessly through thick cardboard and is also useful for laying carpets and decorating. By constantly sharpening itself, it removes the need for blade changes. It is therefore an indispensable helper in and around the house!
Your checklist for relaxed moving.

When moving, it is really important that someone keeps track of everything. We want to make this as easy as possible for you, so we have put together a checklist of the most important steps required for the preparation and planning as well as an overview of practical tools. Now we wish you a successful move and hope you enjoy your new home!

1. Cancel rental agreement with due notice (at least 3 months before moving)
2. Have ID and passport changed
3. Visit the registration office
4. Notify telephone / internet, TV licensing authority, post office, cable TV
5. Read electricity, gas, water, and give providers new address or cancel the service
6. Notify banks, insurance companies, building societies, nursery, school, inland revenue
7. Inform subscriptions (newspapers and magazines) of change of address
8. Organise removal company / van / moving helpers
9. Inform neighbours and caretaker
10. Make appointments with tradesmen (e.g. electricity connection for cooker)
11. Obtain boxes (rule of thumb: 1 box per m²)
12. Decide on either a removal company or a van with moving helpers
13. Have important medicine, daypack and drinks at the ready
14. Pack all important Bosch tools so they are within reach
Planning

- Thick felt tip pens for writing on boxes
- Cutting tools: scissors / cutter / carpet knife or the Xeo from Bosch
- String and strong parcel tape, extension cables
- Freezer bags for collecting screws
- Bin liners, masking paper
- Carrying straps, hand truck, padding (this can usually be rented from car hire agencies)

Tools

Suitable tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>for screwdriving:</th>
<th>for drilling:</th>
<th>for adjusting:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Uneo / Uneo Maxx</td>
<td>• Uneo / Uneo Maxx</td>
<td>• PMF 10,8 LI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• PSR 10,8 LI-2</td>
<td>• PSB impact drills</td>
<td>• PMF 180 E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• PSR 14,4 LI-2</td>
<td>• IXO</td>
<td>• PST jigsaws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• IXO</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>• PLS 300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>for measuring:</th>
<th>for levelling:</th>
<th>for detecting:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• PLR 50</td>
<td>• PCL 20</td>
<td>• PDO Multi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• PLS 300</td>
<td>• PLL 360</td>
<td>• PKP 7,2 LI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

General use:

- Hammer
- Xeo
- Various screwdriver bits
They make it easy for you!
The clever moving helpers from Bosch!
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